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INTRODUCTION

In oil and gas IT organizations, there is an increasing push to migrate applications and workflows 

from legacy bare metal instances to the cloud.

Digital transformation of existing legacy systems is beneficial, but it can prove challenging for 

oil and gas organizations. Their upstream interpretation and exploration workflows are typically 

complex, single-sourced, and not collaborative. These organizations have large compute power and 

storage needs, which means significant workflow requirements. 

Oil and gas companies need a more flexible approach: a hybrid model that can accommodate both 

cloud and legacy technology — and workflows that can cross both platforms.  

PETROTECHNICAL CLOUD SOLUTION

Red Hat offers an innovative solution for oil and gas companies that allows for a bidirectional flow of 

applications, systems, and workflows.

The solution delivers petrotechnical applications, and it accommodates legacy systems, virtual 

instances, container instances, and cloud-hosted instances.

	 1	 Gartner Predicts 2019: CIOs Step Up to Shape the Digital Oil and Gas Company. December 11, 2018.  
https://www.gartner.com/doc/3895466/predicts--cios-step-shape
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Figure	1. Red Hat petrotechnical cloud solution

By 2023, 70% of oil  
and gas greenfield 

assets will be  
designed for a digital 

era by systemically 
embedding six 
transformative 

technologies: edge, 
cloud, augmented 

reality, artificial 
intelligence (AI), 

control automation, 
and application 

programming  
interfaces (APIs).1
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The Red Hat® petrotechnical cloud solution can move backward and forward as demands change. For 

instance, a user running a 3D graphics-intensive application on a local workstation can move into the 

datacenter with virtualization. The Red Hat solution then allows that entire application to move into 

the cloud and be hosted on a major cloud provider platform.

In competitive solutions, this process would occur at the end of the migration path. In the Red Hat 

model, an application can span multiple clouds, providing agnostic cloud capabilities — or the applica-

tion can move back into the enterprise datacenter to be run locally on enterprise hardware if there 

are localized data and compute needs.

This approach also provides complete flexibility for cloud-in-a-box-like delivery for remote environ-

ments or for areas with poor connectivity, giving local resources cloud-like flexibility and digital 

transformation paths.

OPERATING SYSTEM CHOICE

By combining Red Hat Virtualization and Red Hat OpenShift®, this solution is agnostic to applica-

tions, operating systems, hardware vendors, and cloud providers. As a result, it can be deployed on 

enterprise datacenter hardware and combined with existing storage and networking systems. It can 

also be deployed as a turnkey, hyperconverged solution for remote office or back-end environments, 

or to deliver large-scale performance workstation environments, replacing traditional blade systems’ 

bare metal installation methods.

SOLUTION BENEFITS

• Remote sites. Delivery of in-a-box solutions simplifies deployment, management, and control  

of key resources and allows poorly connected sites to allocate resources more intelligently  

and flexibly. 

• Collaboration. Your team can work together from any location. Collective work feeds into a flex-

ible environment that scales with business needs. Centralized control allows administrators to 

update, patch, and integrate security features at a single point, simplifying maintenance and 

reducing overhead.

• Journey across the cloud. Entire workflows can move bidirectionally, giving flexibility to deliv-

ery and performance. Migrate applications between legacy, hybrid, and cloud delivery platforms, 

growing and shrinking with business demands.

• Disaster recovery. The ability to move applications among hybrid and cloud sites makes disaster 

recovery easier, giving continuous access to critical applications for users.

SUMMARY

Red Hat has developed a unique solution for providing access to high-performance workflows via 

hybrid and public clouds. The petrotechnical cloud solution offers a faster time to value by deliver-

ing the right data, in the right place, at the right time. It reduces complexity and provides a single 

point of management, and it allows collaboration and remote access to applications and critical data. 

Users can work anywhere, anytime, in a collaborative, security-focused environment.
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ABOUT RED HAT

Red Hat is the world’s leading 

provider of enterprise open 

source software solutions, using a 

community-powered approach to 

deliver reliable and high-performing 

Linux, hybrid cloud, container, and 

Kubernetes technologies.  

Red Hat helps customers integrate 

new and existing IT applications, 

develop cloud-native applications, 

standardize on our industry-leading 

operating system, and automate, 

secure, and manage complex 

environments. Award-winning 

support, training, and consulting 

services make Red Hat a trusted 

adviser to the Fortune 500. As a 

strategic partner to cloud providers, 

system integrators, application 

vendors, customers, and open 

source communities, Red Hat can 

help organizations prepare for the 

digital future.
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